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AML Risk Enhanced Report for ETH address

 fbb1b73c4f0bda4f67dca266ce6ef42f520fbb98

Used Multisig Owner with multiple addresses

Hot wallet address belonging to a cryptocurrency exchange.

CURRENT BALANCE 104 543.781136 ETH

USD VALUE

excl tokens

14 414 182.91 USD

at 137.877 USD/ETH rate

TOKENS 944 types

TOTAL INCL TOKENS 212 482 788.42 USD

PROFILE


Name:

BITTREX.COM

Type:

Cryptocurrencies exchange + 6 other types

C-SCORE -

53

Risk level:

MEDIUM

Key Risk indicator:

Round transactions amounts

NETWORK MEMBERSHIP


Status:

NOT A NETWORK
MEMBER



  C-SCORE ANALYSIS

LIST OF IDENTIFIED RISKS

 Address with significant part of incoming transactions executed in round digital currencies amounts

 Address with significant part of outgoing transactions executed in round digital currencies amounts

 Address belongs to cryptocurrencies exchange

 Address belongs to entity that allows anonymous coins trading

 Address with value peaks of incoming transactions

 Address with value peaks of outgoing transactions

 Address with significant part of incoming transactions the value of which is significantly higher than network average

 Address with significant part of outgoing transactions the value of which is significantly higher than network average

 Address receiving funds from Initial Coin Offering payment address

 Address belongs to entity registered in a medium risk country

 Address with at least one transaction of quickly released incomes

 Address with at least one incoming transaction passing significant fees to miners

 Address with transactions incoming from new addresses

 Address with transactions outgoing to new addresses

 Address with multiple small transactions incoming from one specific address in a short period of time

 Address with multiple small transactions outgoing to another address in a short period of time



 Address with high value current balance

 Address sending funds to multiple Initial Coin Offerings


Address with dust funds tainted by incoming transactions from address belongs to decentralized or over the counter

exchange

 Address with at least one incoming transaction equal to or exceeding 10k USD

 Address with significant part of single incoming transactions equal to or exceeding 10k USD

 Address with at least one outgoing transactions equal to or exceeding 10k USD

 Address with significant part of single outgoing transactions equal to or exceeding 10k USD

 Address with at least one incoming transaction equal to or exceeding 15k EUR

 Address with significant part of single incoming transactions equal to or exceeding 15k EUR

 Address with at least one outgoing transactions equal to or exceeding 15k EUR

 Address with significant part of single outgoing transactions equal to or exceeding 15k EUR

 Address with dust funds tainted by incoming transactions from address directly related to scam or investment fraud

 Address with dust funds tainted by incoming transactions from address which was hacked or misappropriated

 Address with dust funds tainted by incoming transactions from address belongs to hacker

 Address with dust funds tainted by incoming transactions from address belongs to obliged service with no KYC process

 Address with dust funds tainted by incoming transactions from address belongs to obliged service with limited KYC process



  PROFILE ANALYSIS

 BITTREX.COM WWW.BITTREX.COM

OWNERSHIP DETAILS

OWNER

Name Bittrex.com

Legal name Bittrex Inc.

Profiles Cryptocurrencies exchange

Initial Coin Offering beneficiary

Multiple Initial Coin Offerings contributor

Extensive user address

Hot wallet address

Mining address

Address owned by a company

OWNER RISK INDICATORS

GEOGRAPHICAL RISK MEDIUM Medium risk country

INDUSTRY MEDIUM Cryptocurrencies exchange

ICO CONTRIBUTOR YES

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

CLUSTER YES There are a total of 1 085 190 addresses belonging to same owner

https://platform.coinfirm.com/www.Bittrex.com


  ASSETS

 THIS ADDRESS CONTAINS 944 TYPES OF TOKENS.

NAME
RATE

(USD/TOKEN)

AMOUNT (IN TOKEN

VALUE)

VALUE

(IN USD)

TetherUSD 1.0039881 43 113 325.225914
$43 285

265.48

Tap 0.1077565 288 973 115.497924
$31 138

731.52

Reputation 47.535 485 232.387897

$23

065

521.66

TrueUSD 1 16 337 707.611188
$16 337

707.61

Numeraire 16.58328718 545 609.4312
$9 047

997.87

Metadium 0.022557 281 292 133.783941
$6 345

106.66

Monaco 4.8540562 831 544.841227
$4 036

365.39

EnjinCoin 0.09229725 42 630 296.049416
$3 934

659.09

CRO 0.04774663 75 521 689.105576
$3 605

906.15

ELACoin 0.32419973 10 000 646.75
$3 242

206.98

Hxro 0.09121846 29 828 136.399426
$2 720

876.67

AragonNetworkToken 0.7483678 3 599 591.782258
$2 693

818.58

Quant 4.6106427 537 605.261427
$2 478

705.77

HealthcareAdministrationToken 0.05767348 36 816 080.877926 $2 123



311.50

0xProtocolToken 0.15250312 13 196 347.6829
$2 012

484.19

GolemNetworkToken 0.03615752 53 121 504.97952
$1 920

741.88

OceanToken 0.04885889 38 886 123.118401
$1 899

932.81

BTUProtocol 0.14500738 12 608 459.210637
$1 828

319.64

RipioCreditNetworkToken 0.05544767 32 593 287.789798
$1 807

221.87

PowerLedger 0.05751279 31 076 104.102298
$1 787

273.45

DecentralandMANA 0.02613009 62 786 961.940213
$1 640

628.97

ChainLinkToken 2.30691364 680 459.343868
$1 569

760.93

Propy 0.04395143 29 382 606.835232
$1 291

407.59

Swipe 0.37907679 3 327 238.151873
$1 261

278.76

iExecNetworkToken 0.30432849 4 120 757.237044
$1 254

063.83

Spendcoin 0.001065 1 016 130 951.809003
$1 082

179.46

APMCoin 0.18616016 5 782 712.840292
$1 076

510.75

BasicAttentionToken 0.14540538 6 418 881.310441
$933

339.88

Loopring 0.067609 12 484 589.761228
$844

070.63

Civic 0.01865153 44 660 725.639441
$832

990.86

StorjToken 0.08924705 8 521 980.158685 $760

561.59



PundiXToken 0.00011196 6 416 742 528.425232
$718

418.49

Dragon 0.02562009 25 086 511.174487
$642

718.67

StatusNetworkToken 0.01753868 34 947 265.580049
$612

928.91

TokenPrometeusNetwork 0.48903151 1 140 539.202307
$557

759.61

PumaPay 0.00012681 4 374 170 864.963526
$554

688.61

Enigma 0.10959176 5 000 066.192047
$547

966.05

TenXPayToken 0.02867687 19 062 159.643252
$546

643.07

OMGToken 0.54783556 970 081.672514
$531

445.23

AdToken 0.00417651 124 392 446.636436
$519

526.30

SIRIN 0.00835415 61 656 727.002621
$515

089.55

AdEx 0.05567167 8 787 358.5549
$489

206.93

HedgeTrade 1.69726427 272 914.981247
$463

208.84

GnosisToken 9.93399681 45 664.590687
$453

631.89

TudaToken 0.00759276 57 649 610.019008
$437

719.65

BITSDAQTOKEN 0.00023685 1 770 966 652.269718
$419

453.45

DMarketToken 0.10337138 4 024 171.222064
$415

984.13

UnikoinGold 0.00761602 51 226 447.21898
$390

141.65



Orbs 0.0098384 39 012 076.39081 $383

816.41

Metal 0.27990473 1 262 102.158209
$353

268.36

Hydro 0.00033327 1 046 295 492.270959
$348

698.90

BOSAGORA 0.05472086 5 809 571.776881
$317

904.76

DENT 0.00011366 2 787 758 087.757193
$316

856.58

Cofoundit 0.016044 19 332 261.918165
$310

166.81

WINGS 0.01761045 17 048 865.441
$300

238.19

BORA 0.02313245 12 570 023.176531
$290

775.43

CANDY 0.000036 7 600 948 636
$273

634.15

LibraToken 0.00886751 29 485 430.183974
$261

462.35

StableUSD 0.99866269 250 182.738537
$249

848.17

StormToken 0.001113 221 703 260.10346
$246

755.73

ForestingToken 0.00003037 7 914 711 069.291563
$240

369.78

BancorNetworkToken 0.17805971 1 334 904.398308
$237

692.69

Polymath 0.0188323 12 612 851.751825
$237

529.01

maker 296.05936534 753.990727
$223

225.80

NKN 0.020204 9 538 105.542847
$192

707.88

district0xNetworkToken 0.00379365 49 743 717.025703 $188



710.25

PAX 1.0010028 179 826.233694
$180

006.56

CyberVeinToken 0.01216814 14 555 051.746408
$177

107.91

EndorProtocolToken 0.00258482 68 424 153.65608
$176

864.12

FirstBloodToken 0.04336237 4 045 100.833206
$175

405.16

Vibe 0.01150786 15 209 509.517587
$175

028.91

Salt 0.0587794 2 975 417.503651
$174

893.26

DigixDAO 26.36198989 6 631.730517
$174

825.60

BlueWhaleeXchange 0.03728835 4 516 961.991314
$168

430.06

LoomToken 0.01443384 11 578 023.086297
$167

115.33

Flexacoin 0.00185942 89 862 672.465165
$167

092.45

BLOCKvToken 0.00072846 226 710 125.499795
$165

149.26

FunFair 0.0017105 95 032 609.108968
$162

553.28

ViteToken 0.032126 4 686 249.150883
$150

550.44

MainframeToken 0.00063546 233 219 173.454394
$148

201.46

DaiStablecoin 1.01484992 138 530.949374
$140

588.12

Humaniq 0.00292625 47 815 756.548561
$139

920.86

Havven 0.62137748 221 024.904685 $137

339.90



FunctionX 0.04418298 3 054 913.540034
$134

975.18

BloomToken 0.02070593 6 173 293.135412
$127

823.78

VERA 0.000664 186 571 780.942663
$123

883.66

SpaceChain 0.00152237 73 105 606.43082
$111

293.78

MolecularFuture 0.31688258 340 590.713386
$107

927.26

VodiX 0.00059876 173 807 991.109072
$104

069.27

LoopringCoinV2 0.02745329 3 388 923.883493
$93

037.11

SENTINELPROTOCOL 0.01282506 7 205 577.84128
$92

411.97

Serve 0.00482 18 818 911.023245
$90

707.15

MonolithTKN 0.11843805 729 746.753934
$86

429.78

CrowdMachineComputeToken 0.0002398 354 298 802.967737
$84

960.85

Refereum 0.00055407 146 113 085.639
$80

956.88

BANKEXprojectutilitytoken 0.00214358 37 121 536.005061
$79

572.98

LunyrToken 0.60201627 131 507.875042
$79

169.88

MelonToken 2.62112388 28 142.569348
$73

765.16

ElacToken 0.00617428 11 867 556.261051
$73

273.62

AnkrNetwork 0.00146156 49 564 550.551495
$72

441.56



NAGACoin 0.01142738 6 289 145.493401 $71

868.46

Patientory 0.0021295 31 108 152.806355
$66

244.81

Metronome 0.28645225 229 183.817629
$65

650.22

Blockcloud 0.00079841 79 842 519.707091
$63

747.07

PCHAIN 0.00281807 22 518 296.404658
$63

458.14

xensor 0.00230675 25 528 814.691207
$58

888.59

Lambda 0.0119873 4 692 518.908784
$56

250.63

WGREENPAY 0.03490199 1 607 318.269604
$56

098.61

ELFToken 0.06206007 887 705.740338
$55

091.08

JibrelNetworkToken 0.03165917 1 713 865.853289
$54

259.57

RealTract 0.00010408 517 843 246.733225
$53

897.13

UTRUSTToken 0.0086406 5 953 732.263404
$51

443.82

APIX 0.0486804 1 055 222.975337
$51

368.68

MossCoin 0.01432141 3 472 412.889337
$49

729.85

TraceToken 0.00970667 5 060 528.25034
$49

120.88

Xaurum 0.04388747 1 044 203.346402
$45

827.44

URACToken 0.0002864 157 366 778.124072
$45

069.85

Guppy 0.00178646 24 787 593.116 $44



282.04

MaecenasARTToken 0.0124859 3 430 878.289466
$42

837.60

AidCoin 0.00901051 4 724 822.360281
$42

573.06

UpToken 0.00319327 13 253 653.429274
$42

322.49

Mysterium 0.04210061 1 002 304.270707
$42

197.62

BFToken 0.00406372 10 359 829.929069
$42

099.45

Gambit 0.326242 127 128.147325
$41

474.54

OCoin 0.00021918 181 547 480.709806
$39

791.58

CindicatorToken 0.00352249 10 959 095.193144
$38

603.30

Trustcoin 0.00524385 7 218 282.371204
$37

851.59

Gifto 0.0091276 3 598 681.86444
$32

847.33

Akropolis 0.00111669 29 116 015.764419
$32

513.56

DuskNetwork 0.01837584 1 688 351.273296
$31

024.87

PLGToken 0.00022499 136 508 536.769225
$30

713.06

BLOCKMASONCREDITPROTOCOLTOKEN 0.01556958 1 835 260.103404
$28

574.23

NucleusVision 0.00034905 78 962 313.153135
$27

561.80

MorpheusNetwork 0.05342968 498 496.6253
$26

634.52

Aeternity 0.422063 60 435.25 $25

507.48



IoTeXNetwork 0.00217123 11 287 695.824716
$24

508.18

Origo 0.00840226 2 837 551.589579
$23

841.85

FletaToken 0.00395369 5 572 225.473887
$22

030.85

IHOUSETOKEN 0.0008227 26 312 618.901662
$21

647.39

SimpleToken 0.00756278 2 751 240.079926
$20

807.02

PlayChip 0.00015498 122 990 727.542403
$19

061.10

Chroma 0.01325083 1 430 494.934837
$18

955.25

CPChain 0.00233536 8 003 900.106594
$18

691.99

BlocktixToken 0.00276322 5 497 227.368543
$15

190.05

12Ships 0.00438172 3 093 249.469267
$13

553.75

InkProtocol 0.00043976 29 531 230.090941
$12

986.65

CashBetCoin 0.00510723 2 399 251.798334
$12

253.53

ColletrixToken 0.00000197 5 982 304 104.738118
$11

785.14

ABYSS 0.00651661 1 766 462.554579
$11

511.35

Aergo 0.02120418 479 164.499234
$10

160.29

ChronobankTIME 0.87112673 11 550.661003
$10

062.09

Nexium 0.00105 9 501 346.431
$9

976.41



ContentsProtocolToken 0.00193283 4 989 631.425503 $9

644.11

XMEDChainToken 0.00038219 23 403 425.798349
$8

944.56

NominUSD 0.99215738 8 802.406899
$8

733.38

FNBToken 0.00119682 6 702 726.629769
$8

021.96

YGGDRASH 0.00012388 63 594 368.609307
$7

878.07

WIBSON 0.00005079 149 477 479.204325
$7

591.96

ALBOSToken 0.00001031 703 177 424.421414
$7

249.76

FantomToken 0.00311282 2 322 050.985475
$7

228.13

Qubitica 22.72677011 315
$7

158.93

SwarmCityToken 0.00501575 1 412 297.929937
$7

083.73

DigitexFutures 0.03971114 176 508.335941
$7

009.35

MaximineCoin 0.00134756 3 755 327.778947
$5

060.53

XYOracle 0.00022829 21 807 841.537431
$4

978.51

STPT 0.01513624 275 389.545643
$4

168.36

INSToken 0.19592391 18 808.001672
$3

684.94

MyBitToken 2.36 1 069.605467
$2

524.28

iQeon 1.14039605 2 161.324982
$2

464.76

Bezop 0.019647 104 711.184939 $2



057.26

ArcBlock 0.07430981 27 096.184735
$2

013.51

DATAcoin 0.04196027 45 209.736327
$1

897.01

TripioToken 0.00073582 2 542 908.419752 $1 871.12

Fetch 0.01438508 129 167.017154
$1

858.08

SONMToken 0.00665164 246 897.849693
$1

642.28

CreditBIT 0.00058575 2 473 873.319661
$1

449.07

Boxx 0.00074897 1 493 580.247185
$1

118.65

Lif 0.08971506 12 315.0833
$1

104.85

Covesting 0.11454987 7 540.272349 $863.74

Krypton 0.00022506 3 775 205 $849.65

OneRootNetworkToken 0.00669692 125 963.992935 $843.57

NEXTexchange 0.33449047 2 183.35451 $730.31

indaHashCoin 0.00205429 323 908.604209 $665.40

HINTToken 0.0013673 474 289.232988 $648.50

DecisionToken 0.00017841 3 569 636.044669 $636.86

EOSTRUST 0.00000138 384 770 468 $530.98

OpennityToken 0.00016568 3 193 696.250561 $529.13

DaoCasino 0.01323622 35 560.174398 $470.68

SunContract 0.01657153 27 433 $454.61

DCORP 0.417951 1 064.8 $445.03

BRZ 0.18564715 2 394.6265 $444.56



PILLAR 0.01340744 18 617 $249.61

BitDegreeToken 0.00057517 428 675.16649 $246.56

LendConnectToken 0.099649 2 440.337892 $243.18

Cloudbric 0.00154635 132 228.914147 $204.47

CoTrader 0.00002218 9 146 844 $202.88

KickCoin 0.00106 181 095.631321 $191.96

openANXToken 0.03200214 5 738.89452 $183.66

MothershipToken 0.005378 33 482.36006 $180.07

Vezt 0.012313 13 222.890824 $162.81

Flixx 0.0048083 31 705.3861 $152.45

GATToken 0.00032753 455 536.928647 $149.20

Lympotokens 0.00342827 41 883.96 $143.59

ATLANTToken 0.01329992 10 129.747005 $134.72

cVToken 0.00009871 1 288 443.001 $127.18

Nectar 0.00099734 122 214 $121.89

EDUCare 0.150326 704.434237 $105.89

SpectreaiUToken 0.03684572 2 668.63466 $98.33

LiveStarsToken 0.00251 38 521.360223 $96.69

SilentNotaryToken 0.00000122 72 035 080.2869 $87.88

AION 0.147981 590.963664 $87.45

DEBITUM 0.002433 31 607.1 $76.90

EvaCash 0.00215316 35 000 $75.36

ChangeCOIN 0.04195274 1 794 $75.26

Sether 0.015368 4 198.133333 $64.52



ShipChainSHIP 0.00556066 11 055 $61.47

Lympotokens 0.00133895 41 883.96 $56.08

KickToken 0.00004204 1 323 517.515171 $55.64

JesusCoin 0.000002 24 031 600.813953 $48.06

BelugaBankingInfrastructureToken 0.026388 1 748.552842 $46.14

DATToken 0.00057397 76 946.75 $44.17

TitaniumBARToken 0.007202 5 609.757066 $40.40

ARBITRAGE 0.00646205 5 857.5 $37.85

Tronix 0.011737 3 073.627523 $36.08

FARAD 0.010594 3 284.081177 $34.79

LNXProtocol 0.00368438 9 393 $34.61

XCELTOKEN 0.07458 450 $33.56

UBCoin 0.00080443 41 514.51144 $33.40

RaidenToken 0.07176286 455.206781 $32.67

MINDOL 3.26019283 10 $32.60

BaerChain 0.89361193 36 $32.17

LancerToken 0.0003991 77 159.1049 $30.79

Education 0.00394455 7 751.58372 $30.58

PokerChips 0.00478716 6 263.757864 $29.99

ICON 4.08 7.028933 $28.68

FLIPToken 0.00964487 2 699.45 $26.04

GenesisVisionToken 0.72064238 34.59 $24.93

Privatix 0.1183326 203.727543 $24.11

Hedge 0.486413 44.929625 $21.85



DaTaeXchangeToken 0.01585605 1 320 $20.93

OrigamiNetwork 0.00246241 8 190 $20.17

Snovio 0.00089723 21 166.8 $18.99

OpusToken 0.00096515 19 481.56 $18.80

SkinCoin 0.00034698 52 298.851648 $18.15

ERC20 0.000231 77 500 $17.90

NamCoin 0.00000675 2 442 164.647357 $16.48

SPFToken 0.0009358 17 113.513284 $16.01

CarTaxi 0.006915 2 310.294317 $15.98

RouletteToken 0.00046561 33 376.614689 $15.54

COPYTRACKToken 0.01064949 1 393.217351 $14.84

6eosDACCommunityOwnedEOSBlockProducerERC20Tokens 0.00295818 4 718.1999 $13.96

LamdenTau 0.01025215 1 220.53558 $12.51

EDT 0.00024 51 764.99184 $12.42

Alttex 0.000317 30 087.87 $9.54

ParetoNetworkToken 0.00064902 13 880 $9.01

XENON 0.002369 3 788.999739 $8.98

DigiPulseToken 0.017305 448.5 $7.76

Tigereum 0.004973 1 500 $7.46

ODEMToken 0.03755917 150 $5.63

SOCIAL 0.00258136 2 136.976004 $5.52

SISAToken 0.009204 522.1125 $4.81

FusionToken 0.12086939 38.292174 $4.63

TieToken 0.00445811 1 029.940262 $4.59



QVT 0.001791 2 490 $4.46

MaximineCoin 0.0403 100 $4.03

XMAX 0.00036843 7 594 $2.80

GalaxyeSolutions 0.001741 1 545.9504 $2.69

FoxTrading 0.00129734 1 976 $2.56

EristicaTOKEN 0.00146336 1 734.638532 $2.54

UselessEthereumToken 0.013425 182.785935 $2.45

QRL 0.183315 13 $2.38

FuelToken 0.0018618 1 268.625 $2.36

DRAGON 0.03351291 65.056126 $2.18

Cryptosolartech 0.002148 846.10848 $1.82

TrueFlip 0.32603598 5 $1.63

AlisToken 0.02943653 51 $1.50

Cajutel 3.22604322 0.448 $1.45

GAMESTARSTOKEN 0.00002534 57 217.732742 $1.45

LivepeerToken 0.63254353 2.107625 $1.33

SomaCommunityToken 0.0127432 103.765225 $1.32

StarterCoin 0.00004018 31 756.230499 $1.28

Bulleon 0.00658512 191.545767 $1.26

DoradoToken 0.000125 8 435.408366 $1.05

FriendzCoin 0.00066367 1 556.847 $1.03

LitecoinToken 1e-8 100 000 000 $1.00

Bitcoinus 0.000426 2 064.150943 $0.88

Fujinto 0.000036 17 355.138142 $0.62



RealEstateAssetLedger 0.02322425 26.4 $0.61

AuthorshipToken 0.00003616 14 857 $0.54

HEX 0.00043543 1 100 $0.48

4NEW 0.00014354 3 210.34 $0.46

wysToken 0.00010119 4 215.752551 $0.43

StoriqaToken 0.00002016 21 127.68927 $0.43

GuaranteedEntranceToken 0.20696734 2 $0.41

Dragonglass 0.000097 4 222.222222 $0.41

MeroCurrency 0.00034769 1 098.9 $0.38

PYRONetwork 0.00004003 9 500 $0.38

ConnectJob 0.00013303 2 767.467408 $0.37

BunnyToken 0.00002484 13 911.785 $0.35

DockToken 0.00459701 61.665 $0.28

AppCoins 0.0255454 10.9 $0.28

HurifyToken 0.0000796 3 177.5 $0.25

Ubricoin 0.000962 250 $0.24

LinkerCoin 0.007426 25.219778 $0.19

SwarmFundToken 0.054358 3.289915 $0.18

MESSECoin 0.0018442 73 $0.13

Elementeum 0.00433751 28.595 $0.12

XCELTOKENPLUS 0.00007504 1 500 $0.11

Aeron 0.09713852 1 $0.10

InsureumToken 0.00306399 30 $0.09

GenaroX 0.00707495 12.63 $0.09



0xBitcoinToken 0.08496898 1.001 $0.08

ERC20 0.02055718 3.96 $0.08

GlobalSocialChain 0.003458 23 $0.08

ValueChain 0.00110419 66 $0.07

HYPEToken 0.00013774 500 $0.07

PureLifeCoin 0.00000931 7 079 $0.07

CanYaCoin 0.01016615 6 $0.06

eBTC 0.05411537 1 $0.05

DistributedCreditChain 0.000733 70 $0.05

HmsToken 0.00512176 10 $0.05

BitBall 0.00474803 10 $0.05

Quantum 0.0404 1 $0.04

FlitToken 0.0000391 1 000 $0.04

BitcoinFast 0.00776381 5 $0.04

locicoin 0.00037441 96.972267 $0.04

TKT 0.00053213 66 $0.04

GemsToken 0.00011333 297.4918 $0.03

smartup 0.0000633 496.875431 $0.03

SWARM 0.0082359 3.289915 $0.03

BlockportToken 0.02374634 1.092105 $0.03

AmberToken 0.00848593 3.0009 $0.03

EchoLink 0.00080708 30 $0.02

ColuLocalNetwork 0.0023739 10 $0.02

LockChain 0.24858288 0.093339 $0.02



SnipCoin 0.00004971 450 $0.02

HelbizToken 0.00025658 84 $0.02

MobileGoToken 0.0040282 5.292803 $0.02

CoinDashToken 0.00296031 6 $0.02

KUVERIT 0.00003532 500 $0.02

CybereitsToken 0.00058629 30 $0.02

Olive 0.00174353 10 $0.02

IOTonChain 0.08687394 0.2 $0.02

FinallyUsableCryptoKarma 0.016874 1 $0.02

CurToken 0.16379165 0.1 $0.02

Centratoken 0.016317 1 $0.02

Ultiledger 0.01614681 1 $0.02

LiteXToken 0.00160654 10 $0.02

Silverway 0.00678687 2 $0.01

SixDomainAsset 0.0007398 15 $0.01

OPEN 0.00269 3.7316 $0.01

Nitro 0.0001757 50 $0.01

ONOT 0.0000192 400 $0.01

VIDToken 0.07344143 0.1 $0.01

FreeCoin 6e-8 113 000 $0.01

vSportCoin 0.00083555 8 $0.01

PixieCoin 0.00058799 10 $0.01

UGCoin 0.00050731 11 $0.01

IQTToken 0.000167 31.5 $0.01



CNNToken 0.0000408 128 $0.01

YUP 0.00020727 25 $0.01

cUSDCurrency 0.00488632 1 $0.00

JuryOnlineToken 0.00236924 2 $0.00

DecentralizedCryptoToken 0.00000113 3 010 $0.00

GuaranteedEthuranceTokenExtra 0.00006374 50 $0.00

LatiumX 0.0002 10 $0.00

MoreGoldCoin 0.00093028 2 $0.00

OPENChain 0.0003852 3.7316 $0.00

NEVERDIE 0.000186 6 $0.00

CIChain 0.0000549 20 $0.00

J8TToken 0.00020842 5 $0.00

InsurChainCoin 0.00001005 100 $0.00

ArdCoin 0.00093123 1 $0.00

SoPay 0.00005426 16 $0.00

UOSToken 0.00067304 1 $0.00

PentaNetworkToken 0.00005473 10 $0.00

DATx 0.000165 3.2 $0.00

BRATRED 0.0000082 62.515221 $0.00

Bounty0xToken 0.0004652 1 $0.00

ElectrifyAsia 0.00044166 1 $0.00

SSS 0.000041 10 $0.00

Worldcore 0.00019955 2 $0.00

ARAW 0.00000356 111.1111 $0.00



elixir 0.00064161 0.5 $0.00

StockChainCoin 0.00002884 10 $0.00

CobinhoodToken 0.00019955 1 $0.00

BitClave 0.00006607 2 $0.00

ProvocoToken 1e-8 1 550 $0.00

- 102.8754 $0.00

0BTC - 7 $0.00

100PureCocaine - 1 000 $0.00

2Chainz - 0.0002 $0.00

50xcomOriginalTokens - 2 000.1 $0.00

5secretdacseeio100 - 777 777 $0.00

6FIFAwinFIFAICOonUTCtime05June2018130000 - 2 018.0605 $0.00

A2ASTeXExchangeToken - 505 $0.00

A2AToken - 995.803522 $0.00

AcornCollectiveToken - 6 $0.00

ACTCurationEngine - 282 468.6727 $0.00

AeternumToken - 555.749177 $0.00

AfroDex - 8 000 000 $0.00

AgentMileEstateTokens - 30 $0.00

AIGOProtocol - 10 $0.00

AirCoin - 31 094.9154 $0.00

ALFANTOK - 2 018 $0.00

AlfaNTOK - 1 $0.00

Alpha - 1 000 $0.00



ALPHAPROTOCOL - 36 $0.00

AmazingCoin - 5 $0.00

AmbazoniaCoin - 158 $0.00

AMIS - 0.011 $0.00

AmoduleNetwork - 36.91 $0.00

AndreyVoronkovVenturesPromo - 3 $0.00

AORACOIN - 5 $0.00

ApolloSeptem - 4 620 $0.00

Appics - 200 $0.00

Arascacoin - 250 $0.00

ArconaDistributionContract - 1 $0.00

ArdCoin - 1 $0.00

ArnaToken - 6 437.473383 $0.00

ARTWOOKCoin - 1 $0.00

AstrCoin - 1 488.1277 $0.00

ATOCoin - 10 000 $0.00

awwwbetbebcom1ETHETHV5075ETH - 88 888 $0.00

BCShareS - 0.00001 $0.00

BEATToken - 14 358.752 $0.00

BEBVPOW - 16 888 $0.00

BenefyCash - 320 $0.00

Berith - 62 462.92584 $0.00

betbebcom1ETH - 8 848 $0.00

BiecologyToken - 5.132 $0.00



BiFuBao - 0.1 $0.00

BishenToken - 0.01 $0.00

BitCAD - 6.9172 $0.00

BitClaveConsumerActivityToken - 51 $0.00

BitcoinBronze - 2 000 $0.00

Bitcoingroup - 114 $0.00

BitcoinSilver - 12 500 $0.00

BitcoinSoV - 1.188 $0.00

Bitcointalk - 100 000 000 $0.00

BITIFEX - 2 000 $0.00

BitMinutes - 100 $0.00

BitribeToken - 25 875.59 $0.00

BITRON - 105 $0.00

BitronCoin - 140 $0.00

BitronCoin - 140 $0.00

BITSDAQCANDY - 4 000 $0.00

BITSOL - 5 670 $0.00

BitWatchToken - 765 $0.00

BKEXCOMToken - 2 021.0611 $0.00

BlockpassToken - 1 021.44 $0.00

BlockTV - 589 472 882.601104 $0.00

blockwellaiKYCCasperToken - 0 $0.00

BLONDCOIN - 29 $0.00

Blupee - 129 $0.00



BMB - 100 $0.00

BNTSmartTokenRelay - 131 290.003092 $0.00

BoomstarterCoin - 650.233115 $0.00

Boosteroid - 46 993.12 $0.00

Boosteroid - 312.5 $0.00

BPTN - 15 $0.00

BrickblockToken - 1 240.592153 $0.00

BTL - 50 $0.00

BUYGOODSWITHCRYPTODOTCOM - 2 $0.00

BXA - 70 803.772314 $0.00

Cajutel - 0.448 $0.00

CANDYCASH - 76 664 $0.00

CashPokerPro - 26.78 $0.00

Caviar - 224.014337 $0.00

Cereneum - 34 311.527417 $0.00

CGCXExchangeToken - 60 $0.00

CharterCoin - 20 $0.00

ChessCoinCash - 64 $0.00

ClassyCoin - 50 $0.00

CLC - 374.95186 $0.00

Climatecoin - 85.9005 $0.00

CLOUT - 318.266835 $0.00

CML - 144 $0.00

Coincoincoinslotcom - 1 000 $0.00



CoinCrowd - 1 $0.00

CoinJanitor - 9 360 $0.00

ContractandArtificialIntelligencecoin - 8.8888 $0.00

Core - 4.587743 $0.00

CortexCoin 0.07168461 0 $0.00

CosmoCoin 0.00914658 0 $0.00

CPIToken - 5 $0.00

CREDITS - 14 001 $0.00

Crypt2Pos - 8 078.4 $0.00

CryptoBotsIdleToken - 1 $0.00

CryptonexCNXGlobalBlockchainAcquiring - 1 000 $0.00

CryptoniaPokerChips - 0.14 $0.00

CryptoTicketsCOIN - 10 742.691937 $0.00

CryptoTicketsCOIN - 10 742.691937 $0.00

CyberFM - 2 000 $0.00

DA - 49.5 $0.00

DaiStablecoinv10 1.01930445 0 $0.00

DaoCasino - 35 560.174398 $0.00

DaoCasino - 35 560.174398 $0.00

DAOPlayMarket20 - 0.0021 $0.00

dappcatalog - 2 631 $0.00

DarkChain - 100 $0.00

DataToken 0.00021064 0 $0.00

DATGenesisToken - 6 000 $0.00



DBankToken - 0.001 $0.00

DecentBetToken - 9 871.102436 $0.00

DecentralizedEscrowService - 14.4 $0.00

DecentralizedVulnerabilityPlatform 0.00326161 0 $0.00

DeepGold - 32 $0.00

DeerExToken - 5 $0.00

DeNet - 2.674 $0.00

DetectorToken - 364.821738 $0.00

dfwvc8000ethProfit - 88 888 888 $0.00

DigiMax - 717 470 $0.00

DigiPulse - 1 585.784142 $0.00

DigixGoldToken 53.18693 0 $0.00

DMTS - 0.227992 $0.00

DocCoin - 16 257.5653 $0.00

Dogetoken - 1 500 $0.00

DogezerpreDGZToken - 33.998975 $0.00

Dollar - 10 000 000 $0.00

DragonveinCoin - 21 913.351444 $0.00

DU30Token - 50 000 $0.00

EasyEosToken - 6 341.233465 $0.00

easyMINEToken - 6 156.440434 $0.00

Ebakus - 182 207.778579 $0.00

EbankToken - 0.12987 $0.00

eBTC - 1 $0.00



ECPNToken - 200 $0.00

EloPlayToken - 18 798.39032 $0.00

ElpisAITradingToken - 422.382641 $0.00

ElpisCryptoequityToken - 422.382641 $0.00

EMANToken - 2.8888 $0.00

EmojiToken - 350 $0.00

EMOtokens - 744 128.796971 $0.00

empowr - 10 000 000 $0.00

EOS 2.28759886 0 $0.00

EPICF - 6 351.1 $0.00

eProxy - 1 $0.00

ERam - 2 $0.00

EShop - 1 $0.00

ethbankproorg3 - 888 $0.00

Ethchange - 412.01 $0.00

Ether - 0 $0.00

EtherBB - 500 $0.00

ETHERCToken - 80 $0.00

EthereumMoney - 132 $0.00

Ethernext - 51 764.99184 $0.00

EtherSport - 804.16464 $0.00

EtherToken - 0.995 $0.00

Euro - 250 000 000 $0.00

EuroCoin - 1 000 $0.00



EVAVE - 9 450 $0.00

ExampleCoin - 1 $0.00

ExampleCoin - 1 $0.00

Exceed - 36 900.247344 $0.00

ExploreCoin - 0 $0.00

EZMarket - 442.5 $0.00

FABA - 251.74422 $0.00

FABA - 251 $0.00

FanClubBlogTienAo - 1 100 000 $0.00

FCKcom - 3 478 $0.00

FiCoin - 442.866793 $0.00

FIFAwin - 52 018.0614 $0.00

FilmtelevisionFTVChain - 67 $0.00

FinallyUsableCryptoKarma - 1 $0.00

FingerPrint - 250 000 $0.00

Fire -
153 917 802

084.406769
$0.00

FishOne - 1 000 $0.00

FIXYNETWORK - 5 000 $0.00

FlowingHair - 595 $0.00

FoodSourcechain - 119.52 $0.00

FoxTrading - 407.7096 $0.00

FRNCoin - 3 210.34 $0.00

FRSPToken - 89 816 001.464672 $0.00

Fruittradingcurrency - 2 $0.00



FuelInjectionNetwork - 1 000 $0.00

FUND - 88 $0.00

FunFair - 476 811 137.325684 $0.00

FunFair - 129 153 934.372145 $0.00

GalacticExplorerKit - 12 000 000 $0.00

GameAsh - 20 000 $0.00

GeensPlatformToken - 213.333333 $0.00

GENES - 8 $0.00

GETFREECAR - 777 $0.00

GifCoin - 33 600.804 $0.00

GifCoin - 65 958.00012 $0.00

GIZAToken - 124 821 $0.00

GladageCareToken - 50 $0.00

GlobalCryptoBank - 73.8 $0.00

GlobalEnvironmentFund - 0.5 $0.00

GluwaCreditcoinVestingToken - 19 788 940.270635 $0.00

GMB - 191 $0.00

GOLD - 8 $0.00

GOLDEA - 75.132849 $0.00

Goldiam - 5 980 $0.00

GoldmintMNTPrelaunchToken - 7.4672 $0.00

GrabityCoin - 8 724 672.326027 $0.00

HackerGold - 2 732 199.865 $0.00

HackerGold - 47.582 $0.00



HackerGold - 47.582 $0.00

HackerGold - 0.001 $0.00

HashRush - 1 201.2 $0.00

HashRush - 1 610 $0.00

Hashtoken - 9 602.11192 $0.00

Helios - 1 214.91 $0.00

Hercules - 200 $0.00

Hint - 11 483 $0.00

HKYToken - 830 $0.00

Horus - 666 $0.00

httpsfindtherabbitme - 1 553 026 016 $0.00

httpsfindtherabbitme - 1 553 024 698 $0.00

httpsVPNcabToken - 1 $0.00

HUNTTOKEN - 1 000 000 $0.00

HuobiAirdropHuobiAirdropcom - 2 000 $0.00

HUZR - 10 $0.00

Hycon - 5 557 539.889012 $0.00

HydroCoin - 1 135.30121 $0.00

IBlockchainBankFund - 10 $0.00

iCash - 558 $0.00

ICTA - 4 $0.00

IGNITE - 27.421845 $0.00

IncinerateToken - 5 $0.00

IncinerateTokenv2 - 5 $0.00



INHERITANCE - 250 $0.00

InsurChain20 - 100 $0.00

IntegrativeWalletToken - 1 596 $0.00

IntelligentCommerceChain - 88 $0.00

InternetofThings5thGeneration - 56.85555 $0.00

intimate - 56 665 $0.00

InvoxFinanceToken - 1 040 066.010357 $0.00

IOSToken 0.008685 0 $0.00

IPCHAINToken - 49.70522 $0.00

IPCredit - 4.970522 $0.00

IPUXToken - 0.4 $0.00

JesusCoin - 2.573 $0.00

Jobi - 4 178.36104 $0.00

JointEDU - 100 000 $0.00

Juriseum - 2 $0.00

JUSTwwwpowhio - 232 $0.00

KAIROS - 5.3 $0.00

kakaonetwork - 3 520 000 000 $0.00

Kamera - 15 000 $0.00

KappyKoin - 1 000 000 $0.00

KarvuonToken - 1 $0.00

KeplerToken - 119.915796 $0.00

KhttpswwwyidaibimeCreatetokenseasily - 21 000 000 $0.00

KickCoin - 22 349.713515 $0.00



KickCoin - 89 400.732814 $0.00

KING - 0.16 $0.00

KingCash - 279.72 $0.00

Kingcuan - 130 $0.00

KingPlayerkillChinaChain - 8 $0.00

KitchanNetwork - 1 000 $0.00

KittenCoin - 1 $0.00

kNotes1ETHforeachparticipantwwwbetbebcomETHV5miningmachineproducingdailyprofitsof075ETH - 88 888 $0.00

Kotlind - 10 $0.00

KPRCoin - 6 750 $0.00

KredXToken - 300 $0.00

KTN - 2 457 966.07022 $0.00

KUMOCOIN - 500 $0.00

KZONE - 70 $0.00

Laiyinet - 7.11 $0.00

LD2zero - 0.001 $0.00

LEIREL - 2 $0.00

LetItPlayBonusTokenletitplayio - 500 $0.00

LevelUpCoinDiamondplay2liveio - 777 $0.00

LEXCoin - 1 246 $0.00

Libra - 1 000 $0.00

LinkPlatform - 23.4648 $0.00

LinoToken - 15 $0.00

LNXProtocol - 2 $0.00



LoopringCoinV2 - 11 503 761.467683 $0.00

LordCoin - 3 451.818198 $0.00

LoveChain - 2.0055 $0.00

LuckStarToken - 32 759.343197 $0.00

LuckyBucks - 110 019.4898 $0.00

LunchMoney - 1 $0.00

LuvenDiagnostic - 93.786 $0.00

MaddOxx - 0 $0.00

MANCoin - 112 000 000 $0.00

MarketCoin - 0.89 $0.00

MassiveWAVs - 1 $0.00

McFly - 4 615.384615 $0.00

McFlyToken - 9 616 $0.00

McFlyToken - 4 616 $0.00

MDKToken - 1 696.5 $0.00

Medicaldatalink - 10 $0.00

MediChainPromoToken - 10 $0.00

MediLOTv1 - 588 $0.00

MEDXTOKEN 0.00372508 0 $0.00

MEETONE - 2 359.8025 $0.00

MeiCoinQuantization - 500 $0.00

MelonToken 6.03631 0 $0.00

Metal - 1 $0.00

MFCC - 1 $0.00



MidasCoin - 250 $0.00

MidasGold - 2.02 $0.00

MILE - 120 $0.00

MINDOL - 10 $0.00

MinerCoin - 10 $0.00

MinerOne - 218.803419 $0.00

MinerOneioDiscount - 3 000 000 $0.00

MOAB - 98 $0.00

MOAT - 134 088.869674 $0.00

Modex - 90 $0.00

MoneroClassic - 10 000 $0.00

MonkeyCoin - 2 400 $0.00

MonsterBit - 275.76208 $0.00

MoonMoneyChain - 5 $0.00

MORE - 0 $0.00

MOVEToken - 0 $0.00

MoXPrereleaseToken - 1 000 000 $0.00

Multileveltoken - 0.01 $0.00

MusicCoin - 2 $0.00

MUXEToken - 14 520 $0.00

Mycion - 2 $0.00

MziToken - 6 800 $0.00

NagriToken - 511 $0.00

NAKED - 68.62 $0.00



NeedsCoin - 1 $0.00

Neironix - 541.65 $0.00

Networth - 50 $0.00

Neuromachine - 9 111.403125 $0.00

NeuromachineEternal - 9 111.403125 $0.00

Neutron - 714 $0.00

NGOT - 5 $0.00

NodePower - 1 697.32 $0.00

NOUSTOKEN - 3 152 $0.00

NRMcClosedICO - 3 644.56125 $0.00

OASChain - 5 398 $0.00

Obirum - 60 599.689 $0.00

OBZICOTOKENSALE - 28 710 $0.00

OCCULTCASH - 99.9 $0.00

OnePay - 1 220.370574 $0.00

OnlyChain - 30 $0.00

ONSTELLARToken - 804 $0.00

OPTICALNETWORK - 6 $0.00

OTPPAY - 9 144.8 $0.00

PacificNorthwest - 1 200 $0.00

PandaToken - 3.14 $0.00

ParsiqToken - 200 $0.00

Payshares - 11 000 000 $0.00

PCBC - 0.553376 $0.00



Petro - 25 000 $0.00

Philanthropy - 1 000 $0.00

Phillionex - 144 742 $0.00

PhoenixFire - 15 000 $0.00

PIGCOIN - 11 $0.00

Pixel 0.02178414 0 $0.00

PlaakCoin - 982.913131 $0.00

PlusProtocol - 17 485.52842 $0.00

PMCOIN - 175 $0.00

PolicyPalNetworkToken 0.006383 0 $0.00

PollXToken - 227.169 $0.00

PonziRevolutionBeam - 20 000 000 $0.00

POOLToken - 50 $0.00

PornToken - 200 115 293.99 $0.00

Powerlight - 1 $0.00

Pride - 1 $0.00

Promodl - 10 $0.00

Proton - 1 166 022.3671 $0.00

PundiXToken - 2 339.262044 $0.00

QBT - 0.1 $0.00

QPay - 11 000 $0.00

QQ231799955 - 21 000 000 $0.00

Qtcon - 435 588.311528 $0.00

Qtum - 1.296212 $0.00



QualifiedQualityBlock - 4 $0.00

Qubicle - 2 653.736805 $0.00

qunfabacom - 8 888.9999 $0.00

QuranToken - 20 000 000 $0.00

RAID - 17 000 000 000 $0.00

RapidChain - 10 000 000 $0.00

RealistoToken - 900.485693 $0.00

REDEEMToken - 430 $0.00

RELEASECOIN - 50 $0.00

RELEASECOIN - 50 $0.00

RenrenBitToken - 100 $0.00

RentToken - 1 000 001 $0.00

Reputation 10.12018499 0 $0.00

Reputation - 106 601.125546 $0.00

RethenToken - 290 000 $0.00

RevelationCoin - 222 222 $0.00

Rizubot - 10 000 $0.00

ROOTSToken - 5 479.588125 $0.00

Roto - 763.115163 $0.00

Rusgas - 1 659.999993 $0.00

ScamToken - 14.191884 $0.00

Scattercx - 17.131313 $0.00

scientificcoin - 1.861497 $0.00

Seed - 17 581.616 $0.00



SeppukuToken - 202 $0.00

Serenity - 19 527.047167 $0.00

Serve - 18 319 695.544117 $0.00

SexyToken - 1 000 $0.00

Shaka - 100 $0.00

ShareEstateToken - 29.6835 $0.00

ShiftCashToken - 121.95 $0.00

Shit - 31.555556 $0.00

Signals 0.00005797 0 $0.00

SilentNotaryToken - 72 035 080.2869 $0.00

SilkChain - 1 $0.00

Silvertoken - 9.829305 $0.00

Silvertoken - 9.829305 $0.00

simplyBrandToken - 0.01 $0.00

SingularX - 41 505.21 $0.00

Skillchain - 19 767.8 $0.00

Skolkovo - 3 $0.00

Skraps - 562.248 $0.00

Skrilla - 2 206.6 $0.00

SkyDynastyCoin - 5 $0.00

Slicer - 97.5 $0.00

smartillionsioClass1ETH - 1 $0.00

smartx - 25 $0.00

Society - 169 $0.00



SomaCommunityToken - 23.625 $0.00

SoundeonToken - 0.001 $0.00

SPECTRESUBSCRIBER2TOKEN - 0 $0.00

SPECTRESUBSCRIBERTOKEN - 6 679.63466 $0.00

spendcoin - 288 $0.00

Sperm - 10 000 000 000 000 $0.00

Spestatetoken - 10 $0.00

SpherePay - 100 $0.00

SPINProtocol 0.00211606 0 $0.00

StakePool - 90 $0.00

StakePool - 90 $0.00

StarChain - 300 101 $0.00

STASHPAY - 6 332.51486 $0.00

STeXExchange - 2 000.1 $0.00

STeXExchangeICO - 2 000.1 $0.00

STeXExchangeToken - 2 000.1 $0.00

SunPower - 11.367839 $0.00

Superblue - 3 $0.00

SuperKeepToken - 15 894 $0.00

SuperStarToken - 10 000 $0.00

SuperWalletToken - 0.214526 $0.00

SynthiumPlatformToken - 0 $0.00

TawarruqToken - 5 $0.00

TawarruqToken - 5 $0.00



TEMCO 0.00017905 0 $0.00

TerraMiner - 57.0638 $0.00

TetherCNH - 2 $0.00

TheHitchhikersGuidetotheGalaxy - 4.197531 $0.00

TheLendingCoin - 17.25 $0.00

TheOceanToken - 375 $0.00

tinyurlcomnicetokens - 0 $0.00

TMEDToken - 1 $0.00

TokenasaService 0.33617366 0 $0.00

TokenCash - 1.2 $0.00

tokensappjamLetsmakeatoken - 1 337 $0.00

tokensappjamMakeatoken - 6 685 $0.00

TOPBTC - 8 888.8888 $0.00

TOPBTCTOKEN - 8.888889 $0.00

Torus - 344 000 $0.00

Trakcoin - 100 $0.00

Transmission - 2 987.9879 $0.00

TripBit - 3 172 $0.00

TripusioCandyToken - 500 000 $0.00

TRMToken - 419.664974 $0.00

TrueChain - 1 000 $0.00

TrueReplyToken - 900 $0.00

TrueUSD 1.00195739 0 $0.00

TrueUSD - 1 $0.00



TTC 0.074068 0 $0.00

TurnGreenCoin - 100 $0.00

TurnGreenToken - 231.909856 $0.00

TWQToken - 5 $0.00

UbcoinioICOSamsungsupported - 2 000 $0.00

UKRChain - 6.4672 $0.00

UnionDAO - 1 $0.00

UnionNetworkDollarToken - 0 $0.00

UniversalBonusTokentmebubbletonebot - 10 $0.00

UniversalEuro - 3 582.49 $0.00

UniversalProtocolToken - 20 573 028.174145 $0.00

UniversalUSDollar - 4 157.72 $0.00

Unknow - 0 $0.00

UpbitHacker1 - 1 000 $0.00

USD - 1.157920892373162e+59$0.00

USDC 1.00068476 0 $0.00

UserviceToken - 81.747904 $0.00

VanywhereToken - 1 017 210 $0.00

VaultbankToken - 1 543 $0.00

VaultSmartSecurity - 200 $0.00

VCcoin - 99 $0.00

VeehCash - 200 000 000 $0.00

VeriBlock - 3 650.209741 $0.00

VeriBlock - 110.818524 $0.00



Veritium - 604 $0.00

VERITY - 1 000 $0.00

VesaToken - 3 387.170519 $0.00

Vestarin - 34 630.63258 $0.00

VIA - 67.2 $0.00

VikkyToken - 26 000 $0.00

VIN - 86 679.17 $0.00

VIOLET - 5 $0.00

VIP - 317.088713 $0.00

VitalEthereum - 7 $0.00

VODATOKEN - 0.0008 $0.00

Volcanoes - 0.14355 $0.00

vSlice 0.00067276 0 $0.00

W3C - 3 772.7435 $0.00

WaxToken 0.039817 0 $0.00

WCXTTOKEN - 500 $0.00

WebsiteHostingToken - 13 $0.00

WeGoldToken - 559 $0.00

WelcomeCoin - 292.995225 $0.00

WemarkToken - 10 $0.00

WGBC - 1 $0.00

WhiskersToken - 100 000 $0.00

WhiteHatDonationToken - 111 $0.00

Windy - 12 500 $0.00



WinLastMile - 66 $0.00

WinStars - 114.758428 $0.00

WisePlatToken - 0.001 $0.00

WolkProtocolToken - 20 $0.00

WonderAir - 6.059 $0.00

Woonk - 70 000 $0.00

Woonkly - 203 116.6667 $0.00

WorldDollar - 9 200 $0.00

Worldopoly - 435.882353 $0.00

WorldWideAnonymousMessaging - 32.157 $0.00

wysToken - 3 372.602041 $0.00

X - 436.377081 $0.00

XINetwork - 222 222 $0.00

XPGC - 5 $0.00

XRPCLASSIC - 5 $0.00

XRPConnect - 5 325 $0.00

XWinCryptoBet - 295.688889 $0.00

YANG - 605 $0.00

YONGE - 1 $0.00

Yoobatoken - 40 400 $0.00

YoToken 666.26371353 0.0001 $0.00

YouDealToken - 1 $0.00

YOUtoken - 416.61664 $0.00

YouTubeCoin - 100 $0.00



YuGiOh - 30 $0.00

YunJiaMiComFreeExchange - 7 777 777 $0.00

YUPIE - 0 $0.00

ZEROCoin - 6 132.54564 $0.00

Zilliqa 0.016242 0 $0.00

ZloadrToken - 5 $0.00

zltowla - 0 $0.00

ZSendyourETHtothiscontractandearn255everydayforLivelonghttps255ethclub - 1 000 000 $0.00

ZuckBucks - 5 $0.00

TOKENS AMOUNT



  FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

TOTAL TRANSACTIONS 9088232

TURNOVER
68 402 698.690571 ETH

$9 431 158 887.36

 TOTAL INPUT
34 262 788.254926 ETH

$4 724 050 456.22

AVG INPUT
6.817593 ETH

$939.99

LARGEST
695 602 ETH

$95 907 516.95

SMALLEST
0 ETH

$0.00

INPUT COUNT 5024620

 TOTAL OUTPUT
34 139 910.435645 ETH

$4 707 108 431.14

AVG OUTPUT
3.856504 ETH

$531.72

LARGEST
850 000 ETH

$117 195 450.00

SMALLEST
0 ETH

$0.00

OUTPUT COUNT 8848844



INPUT / OUTPUT

BALANCE



  APPENDIX 1

 Informative  Identified Risk  Risk Verified But Not Identified

 Financing of terrorism and proliferation

 Terrorism financing

 Address directly related to terrorism financing

 Address being a part of funds layering/mixing scheme related to terrorism financing

 Address with significant part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to terrorism financing

 Address with part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to terrorism financing

 Address with significant part of outgoing transactions in close proximity to addresses related to terrorism financing

 Address with part of outgoing transactions in close proximity to addresses related to terrorism financing

 Direct links to crime and fraud offences

 Weapon trade or trafficking

 Address directly related to weapon trade or weapon trafficking

 Address being a part of funds layering/mixing scheme related to weapon trade or weapon trafficking

 Address with significant part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to weapon trade or weapon

trafficking

 Address with part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to weapon trade or weapon trafficking

 Address with significant part of outgoing transactions in close proximity to addresses related to weapon trade or weapon

trafficking

 Address with part of outgoing transactions in close proximity to addresses related to weapon trade or weapon trafficking

 Crime against person

 Address directly related to crime against the person

 Address being a part of funds layering/mixing scheme related to crime against person

 Address with significant part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to crime against the person

 Address with part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to crime against the person

 Address with significant part of outgoing transactions in close proximity to addresses related to crime against the person

 Address with part of outgoing transactions in close proximity to addresses related to crime against the person

 Drugs trade

 Address directly related to drugs trade

 Address being a part of funds layering/mixing scheme related to drugs trade

 Address with significant part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to drugs trade

 Address with part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to drugs trade

 Address with significant part of outgoing transactions in close proximity to addresses related to drugs trade

 Address with part of outgoing transactions in close proximity to addresses related to drugs trade



 Darknet markets

 Address directly related to darknet market

 Address being a part of funds layering/mixing scheme related to darknet markets

 Address with significant part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to darknet markets

 Address with part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to darknet markets

 Address with significant part of outgoing transactions in close proximity to addresses related to darknet markets

 Address with part of outgoing transactions in close proximity to addresses related to darknet markets

 Ransom

 Address directly related to ransom payment (other than ransomware)

 Address being a part of funds layering/mixing scheme related to ransom payment (other then ransomware)

 Address with significant part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to ransom payment (other than

ransomware)

 Address with part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to ransom payment (other than

ransomware)

 Blackmail

 Address directly related to blackmail

 Address being a part of funds layering/mixing scheme related to blackmail

 Address with significant part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to blackmail

 Address with part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to blackmail

 Scams & investment frauds

 Address directly related to scam or investment fraud

 Address being a part of funds layering/mixing scheme related to scam or investment frauds

 Address with significant part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to scam or investment frauds

 Address with part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to scam or investment frauds

 Ponzi schemes

 Address belongs to Ponzi scheme

 Address being a part of funds layering/mixing scheme related to Ponzi schemes

 Address with significant part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to Ponzi schemes

 Address with part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to Ponzi schemes

 Pump and dump

 Address directly related to pump and dump fraud

 Address being a part of funds layering/mixing scheme related to pump and dump fraud

 Address with significant part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to pump and dump fraud

 Address with part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to pump and dump fraud

 Identity theft

 Address directly related to identity theft

 Address being a part of funds layering/mixing scheme related to identity theft

 Address with significant part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to identity theft

 Address with part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to identity theft



 intellectual property piracy

 Address directly related to intellectual property piracy

 Address being a part of funds layering/mixing scheme related to intellectual property piracy

 Address with significant part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to intellectual property piracy

 Address with part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to intellectual property piracy

 Credit card skimming or cloning

 Address directly related to credit card skimming or cloning

 Address being a part of funds layering/mixing scheme related to credit card skimming or cloning

 Address with significant part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to credit card skimming or

cloning

 Address with part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to credit card skimming or cloning

 Tax evasion

 Address directly related to tax evasion

 Address being a part of funds layering/mixing scheme related to tax evasion

 Address with significant part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to tax evasion

 Address with part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to tax evasion

 Mixers & Tumblers

 Address belongs to mixer or tumbler

 Address with significant part of incoming transactions in close proximity to mixers or tumblers addresses

 Address with part of incoming transactions in close proximity to mixers or tumblers addresses

 Address with part of outgoing transactions in close proximity to mixers or tumblers addresses

 Address with significant part of outgoing transactions in close proximity to mixers or tumblers addresses

 Deep web

 Address found on deep web

 Address with significant part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses found on deep web

 Address with part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses found on deep web

 Address with significant part of outgoing transactions in close proximity to addresses found on deep web

 Address with part of outgoing transactions in close proximity to addresses found on deep web

 Name of illicit activity

 Address contains the name of an illicit activity

 Shutdown or inactive service

 Address belongs to shutdown or inactive service

 Cybercrime risk - ransomware

 Address belongs to ransomware

 Address being a part of funds layering/mixing scheme related to ransomware

 Address with significant part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to ransomware

 Address with part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to ransomware



 Cybercrime risk - hacking & misappropriation

 Address which was hacked or misappropriated

 Address being a part of funds layering/mixing scheme related to hacked or misappropriated address

 Address with significant part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses which were hacked or misapropriated

 Address with part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses which were hacked or misapropriated

 Address belongs to hacker

 Address with significant part of incoming transactions in close proximity to hacker's addresses

 Address with part of incoming transactions in close proximity to hacker's addresses

 Address with significant part of outgoing transactions in close proximity to hacker's addresses

 Address with part of outgoing transactions in close proximity to hacker's addresses

 Money laundering

 High risk exchanges

 Decentralized Exchange User

 Charges and adverse media

 Owner charged with Money Laundering

 High risk owner

 Negative news

 No or limited KYC

 Address belongs to obliged service with no KYC process

 Address with significant part of incoming transactions in close proximity to obliged service with no KYC process

 Address with part of incoming transactions in close proximity to obliged service with no KYC process

 Address with significant part of outgoing transactions in close proximity to obliged service with no KYC process

 Address with part of outgoing transactions in close proximity to obliged service with no KYC process

 Address belongs to obliged service with limited KYC process

 Address with significant part of incoming transactions in close proximity to obliged service with limited KYC process

 Address with part of incoming transactions in close proximity to obliged service with limited KYC process

 Address with significant part of outgoing transactions in close proximity to obliged service with limited KYC process

 Address with part of outgoing transactions in close proximity to obliged service with limited KYC process

 Address belongs to obliged service which had no KYC and currently has limited KYC process

 Address belongs to obliged service which had no KYC and has implemented full KYC process

 Address belongs to obliged service which had limited KYC and has implemented full KYC process

 Over the counter exchange

 Address belongs to decentralized or over the counter exchange

 Address with significant part of incoming transactions in close proximity to over the counter exchange addresses

 Address with part of incoming transactions in close proximity to over the counter exchange addresses

 Address with significant part of outgoing transactions in close proximity to over the counter exchange addresses

 Address with part of outgoing transactions in close proximity to over the counter exchange addresses



 Increased risk entity

 Address belongs to entity that allows fiat deposits and withdrawals

 Address belongs to entity that allows anonymous coins trading

 Increased risk country

 Address belongs to entity registered in high risk country/prohibited country

 Address belongs to entity registered in a medium risk country

 Industry risk - regulated activity

 Address belongs to cryptocurrencies exchange

 Address belongs to lending service

 Address belongs to remittance service

 Address belongs to payment processor

 Address belongs to payment cards provider

 Address belongs to gambling service

 Address belongs to gaming service

 Address belongs to an ATM chain

 Address is an cryptocurrency ATM settlement address

 Industry risk - not a regulated activity

 Address belongs to nonprofit organization

 Address belongs to foundation

 Address belongs to charity

 Address belongs to cloud mining pool

 Address belongs to tipping service

 Address belongs to anonymity service

 Transactions impeding track of funds - multiple input - multiple output transactions

 Address with incoming transactions being multiple input-multiple output transactions

 Address with significant part of multiple input-multiple output incoming transaction

 Address with outgoing transactions being multiple input-multiple output transactions

 Address with significant part of multiple input-multiple output outgoing transaction

 Transactions impeding track of funds - new addresses transactions

 Address with transactions incoming from new addresses

 Address with significant part of incoming transactions executed from new addresses

 Address with transactions outgoing to new addresses

 Address with significant part of outgoing transactions executed to new addresses

 Transactions impeding track of funds - single incoming-outgoing transactions

 Address with single incoming - outgoing transaction



 Transactions impeding track of funds - rapid movement of funds

 Address with at least one transaction of quickly released incomes

 Address with significant part of transactions constituting quickly released incomes

 Transactions impeding track of funds - structuring payments

 Address with multiple small transactions incoming from one specific address in a short period of time

 Address with significant part of transactions being multiple small transactions incoming from one specyfic address in a short

period of time

 Address with significant part of transactions being multiple small transactions incoming from one specyfic address in a short

period of time

 Address with multiple small transactions outgoing to another address in a short period of time

 Address with significant part of transactions being multiple small transactions outgoing to another address in a short period

of time

 Address with multiple small transactions incoming from multiple other addresses in a short period of time

 Address with significant part of transactions being multiple small transactions incoming from multiple other addresses in a

short period of time

 Address with multiple small transactions outgoing to multiple other addresses in a short period of time

 Address with significant part of transactions being multiple small transactions outgoing to multiple other addresses in a short

period of time

 Address with significant part of single incoming transactions just below 15k EUR

 Address with significant part of single outgoing transactions just below 15k EUR

 Address with significant part of single incoming transactions just below 10k USD

 Address with significant part of single outgoing transactions just below 10k USD

 Transactions impeding track of funds - passing funds through miners

 Address with at least one incoming transaction passing significant fees to miners

 Address with significant part of incoming transactions passing significant fees to miners

 Address with at least one outgoing transactions passing significant fees to miners

 Address with significant part of outgoing transactions passing significant fees to miners

 Transactions impeding track of funds - transactions impossible or difficult to decrypt

 Address with at least one transactions impossible or difficult to decrypt

 Address with significant part of incoming transactions impossible or difficult to decrypt

 Address with significant part of outgoing transactions impossible or difficult to decrypt

 Transactions with distinctive patterns - high value addresses

 Address with high value current balance

 Address with high value historic balance

 Address maintaining high value balance for a long period of time

 Transactions with distinctive patterns - accumulating funds

 Address accumulating funds for a long period of time

 Transactions with distinctive patterns - dormant status

 Inactive address



 Transactions with distinctive patterns - activity intervals

 Active-inactive address

 Transactions with distinctive patterns - inconsistent transactions patterns

 Address with value peaks of incoming transactions

 Address with value peaks of outgoing transactions

 Transactions with distinctive patterns - significant transactions value

 Address with significant part of incoming transactions the value of which is significantly higher than network average

 Address with significant part of outgoing transactions the value of which is significantly higher than network average

 Transactions with distinctive patterns - significant transaction fees

 Address with significant part of incoming transactions executed with a fee speeding up the transaction

 Address with significant part of outgoing transactions executed with a fee speeding up the transaction

 Transactions with distinctive patterns - round amounts

 Address with significant part of incoming transactions executed in round digital currencies amounts

 Address with significant part of outgoing transactions executed in round digital currencies amounts

 Initial Coin Offerings issuers & beneficiaries

 Address creating Initial Coin Offering smart contract

 Address releasing tokens during an Initial Coin Offering

 Address is Initial Coin Offering payment address

 Address belongs to an Initial Coin Offerings issuer

 Address receiving funds from Initial Coin Offering payment address

 Initial Coin Offerings contributors

 Address sending funds to one Initial Coin Offering

 Address sending funds to multiple Initial Coin Offerings

 Restricted networks

 Address with outgoing transactions initiated from anonimous network exit node

 Address with significant part of incoming transactions initiated from anonimous network exit node

 Address with significant part of outgoing transactions initiated from anonimous network exit node

 Special addresses

 Address is proof of burn address

 Connected Parties

 Address posses high risk connected parties

 Sanctions



 Sanctioned country subject

 Address directly related to subject from sanctioned country

 Address with significant part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to subjects from sanctioned

countries

 Address with part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to subjects from sanctioned countries

 Address with significant part of outgoing transactions in close proximity to addresses related to subjects from sanctioned

countries

 Address with part of outgoing transactions in close proximity to addresses related to subjects from sanctioned countries

 Address with outgoing transactions initiated from IP address located in sanctioned country

 Address with significant part of outgoing transactions initiated from IP address located in sanctioned country

 Address with significant part of incoming transactions initiated from IP address located in sanctioned country

 Address contains the name of sanctioned country

 Sanctioned subject

 Address related to subject appearing in sanctions lists

 Address with significant part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to subject appearing in

sanctions lists

 Address with part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to subject appearing in sanctions lists

 Address with significant part of outgoing transactions in close proximity to addresses related to subject appearing in

sanctions lists

 Address with part of outgoing transactions in close proximity to addresses related to subject appearing in sanctions lists

 Bribery and corruption

 Politically exposed person (PEP)

 Address related to politically exposed person (PEP)

 Address with significant part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to politically exposed persons

(PEPs)

 Address with part of incoming transactions in close proximity to addresses related to politically exposed persons (PEPs)

 Address with significant part of outgoing transactions in close proximity to addresses related to politically exposed persons

(PEPs)

 Address with part of outgoing transactions in close proximity to addresses related to politically exposed persons (PEPs)

 AML reporting thresholds

 AML reporting thresholds (EUR)

 Address with at least one incoming transaction equal to or exceeding 15k EUR

 Address with significant part of single incoming transactions equal to or exceeding 15k EUR

 Address with at least one outgoing transactions equal to or exceeding 15k EUR

 Address with significant part of single outgoing transactions equal to or exceeding 15k EUR

 AML reporting thresholds (USD)

 Address with at least one incoming transaction equal to or exceeding 10k USD

 Address with significant part of single incoming transactions equal to or exceeding 10k USD

 Address with at least one outgoing transactions equal to or exceeding 10k USD

 Address with significant part of single outgoing transactions equal to or exceeding 10k USD



 Dust funds taint

 Terrorism financing

 Address with dust funds tainted by incoming transactions from address directly related to terrorism financing

 Weapon trade or trafficking

 Address with dust funds tainted by incoming transactions from address directly related to weapon trade or weapon

trafficking

 Crime against person

 Address with dust funds tainted by incoming transactions from address directly related to crime against the person

 Drugs trade

 Address with dust funds tainted by incoming transactions from address directly related to drugs trade

 Darknet markets

 Address with dust funds tainted by incoming transactions from address directly related to darknet market

 Ransom

 Address with dust funds tainted by incoming transactions from address directly related to ransom payment (other than

ransomware)

 Blackmail

 Address with dust funds tainted by incoming transactions from address directly related to blackmail

 Scams & investment frauds

 Address with dust funds tainted by incoming transactions from address directly related to scam or investment fraud

 Ponzi schemes

 Address with dust funds tainted by incoming transactions from address belongs to Ponzi scheme

 Pump and dump

 Address with dust funds tainted by incoming transactions from address directly related to pump and dump fraud

 Identity theft

 Address with dust funds tainted by incoming transactions from address directly related to identity theft

 Intellectual property piracy

 Address with dust funds tainted by incoming transactions from address directly related to intellectual property piracy

 Credit card skimming or cloning

 Address with dust funds tainted by incoming transactions from address directly related to credit card skimming or cloning



 Tax evasion

 Address with dust funds tainted by incoming transactions from address directly related to tax evasion

 Mixers & Tumblers

 Address with dust funds tainted by incoming transactions from address belongs to mixer or tumbler

 Deep web

 Address with dust funds tainted by incoming transactions from address found on deep web

 Cybercrime risk - ransomware

 Address with dust funds tainted by incoming transactions from address belongs to ransomware

 Cybercrime risk - hacking & misappropriation

 Address with dust funds tainted by incoming transactions from address which was hacked or misappropriated

 Address with dust funds tainted by incoming transactions from address belongs to hacker

 High risk exchanges

 Address with dust funds tainted by incoming transactions from address belongs to decentralized or over the counter

exchange

 No or limited KYC

 Address with dust funds tainted by incoming transactions from address belongs to obliged service with no KYC process

 Address with dust funds tainted by incoming transactions from address belongs to obliged service with limited KYC process

 Sanctioned country subject

 Address with dust funds tainted by incoming transactions from address directly related to subject from sanctioned country

 Address with dust funds tainted by incoming transactions from address contains the name of sanctioned country

 Sanctioned subject

 Address with dust funds tainted by incoming transactions from address related to subject appearing in sanctions lists

 Politically exposed person (PEP)

 Address with dust funds tainted by incoming transactions from address related to politically exposed person (PEP)



  APPENDIX 2

LAST 3 MONTHS

TOTAL TRANSACTIONS 266216

TURNOVER
1 080 285.029705 ETH

$148 946 459.04

  TOTAL INPUT
527 625.382125 ETH

$72 747 404.81

AVG INPUT
4.463492 ETH

$615.41

LARGEST
15 400 ETH

$2 123 305.80

SMALLEST
0.001 ETH

$0.14

INPUT COUNT 16

  TOTAL OUTPUT
552 659.64758 ETH

$76 199 054.23

AVG OUTPUT
2.046968 ETH

$282.23

LARGEST
7 999.98 ETH

$1 103 013.24

SMALLEST
0 ETH

$0.00

OUTPUT COUNT 270510

LAST 6 MONTHS

TOTAL TRANSACTIONS 521449

TURNOVER
3 972 445.263324 ETH

$547 708 835.57

  TOTAL INPUT
2 009 643.131158 ETH

$277 083 565.99

AVG INPUT
8.65098 ETH

$1 192.77

LARGEST
695 602 ETH

$95 907 516.95

SMALLEST
0 ETH

$0.00

INPUT COUNT 42

  TOTAL OUTPUT
1 962 802.132166 ETH

$270 625 269.58

AVG OUTPUT
3.739076 ETH

$515.53

LARGEST
697 219.869263 ETH

$96 130 583.91

SMALLEST
0 ETH

$0.00

OUTPUT COUNT 525724



LAST 12 MONTHS

TOTAL TRANSACTIONS 1344359

TURNOVER
7 300 743.552421 ETH

$1 006 604 618.78

  TOTAL INPUT
3 655 272.864768 ETH

$503 978 056.78

AVG INPUT
6.211718 ETH

$856.45

LARGEST
695 602 ETH

$95 907 516.95

SMALLEST
0 ETH

$0.00

INPUT COUNT 78

  TOTAL OUTPUT
3 645 470.687653 ETH

$502 626 562.00

AVG OUTPUT
2.706958 ETH

$373.23

LARGEST
697 219.869263 ETH

$96 130 583.91

SMALLEST
0 ETH

$0.00

OUTPUT COUNT 1348598

FIRST INCOMING TRANSACTION

TRANSACTION HASH 1929132f5b00e59�817cf37de�14bba19bb955a4fc92ef16f8ee6b1cfe7627

BLOCK TIME 10.08.2015 02:39:12

BLOCK HEIGHT 61558

TRANSACTION AMOUNT 4.99 ETH

TRANSACTION USD VALUE $6.99

FIRST OUTGOING TRANSACTION

TRANSACTION HASH 56a07d54516a02a66b2a5e95f3cf5985815062dbb12a6252630f07008aa114dd

BLOCK TIME 10.08.2015 03:56:29

BLOCK HEIGHT 61835

TRANSACTION AMOUNT 69 ETH

TRANSACTION USD VALUE $96.60



LAST INCOMING TRANSACTION

TRANSACTION HASH 31110b88a8616c0b662c949f98a9c8eea0340858f2f0952cb15f3ef30e49c95c

BLOCK TIME 02.04.2020 10:50:50

BLOCK HEIGHT 9792156

TRANSACTION AMOUNT 0.456662 ETH

TRANSACTION USD VALUE $63.09

LAST OUTGOING TRANSACTION

TRANSACTION HASH 550446309408d8a21a366dc480f8098b3abc5aa57bc39d075e0afaa63aa0a547

BLOCK TIME 02.04.2020 10:55:04

BLOCK HEIGHT 9792177

TRANSACTION AMOUNT 0 ETH

TRANSACTION USD VALUE $0.00

LAST 24 HOURS ACTIVITY

INFLOW 2 517.180264 ETH

OUTFLOW 4 205.982768 ETH

AVERAGE INFLOW 1.833556 ETH

AVERAGE OUTFLOW 1.353694 ETH



  DISCLAIMER

The Report is information only and is valid on the date of its issuance. Coinfirm does not give any express or implied warranty to the validity of any 

Report after the date of issuance of any Report. 

Coinfirm takes all steps necessary to provide an independent analysis and information in the Report. 

Coinfirm is not liable for any changes in assumptions and updates to this report in the case of new facts or circumstances occurring after the date of 

the Report or not known to Coinfirm at the time of generation of this Report. 

Any decision taken by the recipient of this report is made solely on their own risk. The liability of Coinfirm is hereby excluded to the fullest extent 

permitted by the applicable law. The Report does not discharge any obligation of proper internal risk assessment and/or decision making process. 

In no event will Coinfirm be liable to the recipients for: 

   - any act or alleged act, or any omission or alleged omission, that does not constitute wilful misconduct by Coinfirm, as determined in a final, non-

appealable judgment by a court of competent jurisdiction, 

   - any indirect, special, punitive, incidental, exemplary, expectancy or consequential damages, including lost profits, lost revenues, loss of 

opportunity or business interruption, whether or not such damages are foreseeable, or 

   - any third-party claims (whether based in statute, contract, tort or otherwise). 

This report should be read in full because any separate analysis of each of its parts can lead to erroneous conclusions. 

Certain information, due to high risk (e.g. crime related), used for analysis, may not be able to be disclosed to the recipient. 

To clarify any aspects contained in the Report please contact us at report@coinfirm.com.



  GLOSSARY

Address an address is like a bank account and for example a Bitcoin address starts with either a ‘1’ or a ‘3’ or a ‘bc1’ and is 26-

35 alphanumeric characters in length. The address is generated from the private key, which is required to move assets

assigned to this address to another address(es).

Anti-Money Laundering (AML) the process of systems and controls that are applied to deter, disrupt and detect the flow of illicit value between

collusive criminals that represents the proceeds of crimes and predicate offences such as tax evasion, sanctions

evasion, theft, counterfeiting and fraud.

Blockchain is a public ledger that records transactions that are performed. This is achieved without any trusted central authority as

the maintenance of the blockchain is performed by a network of communicating nodes running the software. Network

nodes validate transactions, add them to their copy of the ledger, and then broadcast these ledger additions to other

nodes.

Combating the Financing of

Terrorism (CFT)

the process of deterring and disrupting the financing of terrorism and proliferation. It is increasingly difficult to

distinguish from money laundering activity due to the collusive conduct of terrorist financiers and transnational

organized criminals, but it is typically distinguished from money laundering on the grounds that the sources of money

laundering must be criminal, whereas the sources of finance for terrorism include donations from lawfully earning

income. The goal of money laundering is typically a financial gain, while the goal of terrorism financing is typically

ideological activity.

Customer Due Diligence

(CDD)

a process to assess all of the risks associated with a client or relationship, including KYC, and that requires that the

overall client conduct, and transactions are assessed to determine if this is unusual and reportable. CDD requires that

obliged entities assess the risks before entering in to a relationship, and continuously thereafter in response to trigger

events or suspicious activity for example. It is a continual process that is designed to assess and monitor changes in

customer risks.

Decentralised Virtual

Currencies

(cryptocurrencies) are distributed, open-source, mathematically-based peer-to-peer virtual currencies that have no

central administering authority, and no central monitoring or oversight. Examples include: Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin

and Namecoin.

Distributed Ledger (Shared

Ledger)

‘Ledgers’, or put simply, records of activity, were historically maintained on paper, more recently these were transferred

to bytes on computers, and are now supported by algorithms in blockchains. They are essentially an asset database

that can be shared across a network of multiple sites, geographies or institutions. All participants within a network can

have their own identical copy of the ledger. Any changes to the ledger are reflected in all copies in minutes, or in

some cases, seconds. The assets can be financial, legal, physical or electronic. The security and accuracy of the

assets stored in the ledger are maintained cryptographically using ‘keys’ and signatures to control who can do what

within the shared ledger. Entries can also be updated by one, some or all of the participants, according to rules agreed

by the network. (Taken from UK Government: ‘Distributed Ledger Technology: beyond block chain’).

Electronic money (e-money) is an electronic store of monetary value, based on technological mechanism for holding and accessing fiat currency.

Enhanced Customer Due a higher standard of due diligence, including identity verification and investigation that is required to be performed for



Diligence (EDD) those clients and relationships that have been identified as presenting the greatest risk of financial crimes. These risks

include among others PEPs, Correspondent Banking, non-face-to-face activities such as virtual currency and private

banking.

Exchanger / virtual currency

exchange

is a website service, or an entity, engaged as a business in the exchange of virtual currency for real currency, funds,

or other forms of virtual currency and also precious metals, and vice versa, for a fee (commission). Exchangers

generally accept a wide range of payments, including cash, wire payments, credit cards, and other virtual currencies.

Individuals typically use exchangers to deposit and withdraw money from virtual currency accounts. Examples include:

Bitstamp, GDAX, Kraken, OKCoin and ItBit.

Fiat Currency is legal tender that is backed by the central government who issued it. Examples are the US Dollar, Japanese Yen and

UK Sterling.

‘Fifth’ EU Money Laundering

Directive (5MLD)

an amendment to the 4MLD that was agreed in response to the terrorist attacks across Europe in 2015 and 2016. The

new law must be transposed by member states by 10th January 2020, and new measures include the requirement for

virtual currency exchange services and virtual currency custodian wallet providers to be treated as ‘obliged entities’.

FinTech refers to new applications, processes, products or business models that are being applied to improve the efficiency

and security of financial services.

Fourth EU Money Laundering

Directive (4MLD)

European response to the FATF 40 Recommendations from February 2012 and was required to be transposed by EU

member states by 26th June 2017.

Hash A hash value (or simply hash), also called a message digest, is a string of characters generated from a string of digital

data, e.g. a pdf file. The hash is substantially smaller than the text itself and is generated by a formula in such a way

that it is extremely unlikely that some other text will produce the same hash value and it is extremely difficult to

reverse to identify the source message.

Know Your Customer (KYC) the identification and verification of the natural person, legal entity or legal arrangement through identifying

information, such as name and address, and the verification of these details to identify fraud, misrepresentation etc.

Money Laundering a process to disguise the illicit source of value, either by self-laundering or through the placement, layering or

integration process, conducted by criminals who ultimately wish to use this value for self-gratification, or to continue to

finance their illicit activities.

Money Laundering Reporting

Officer (MLRO)

the chief compliance officer responsible for all AML/CFT activities and responsible for ensuring that an obliged entity is

not used by criminal or the financiers of terrorism.

Nodes are computers in the blockchain network which receive new transactions and blocks, validate these transactions and

blocks and spread valid transactions and blocks to connected nodes and ignore invalid transactions and blocks. It is

generally considered that the more nodes exist in the network, the more secure the is the system.



Politically Exposed Person

(PEP)

a person of high public office who may be able to influence the misappropriation of public funds whilst in office, or the

awarding of public contracts. Include members of government, ruling classes such as Presidents, Royalty, Ministers of

the Government and military and judiciary. The families of PEPs, and their close business associates, are also included

due to the close affinity and trust that they may enjoy in their relationship, and which may lead to the PEP using these

relationships as ‘front’ or ‘informal’ nominees.

Private Key a private key is a cryptographic code that functions as a secret password that allows the user to sign a cryptocurrency

transaction and transfer funds to another cryptocurrency address. Using the private key proves ownership of

cryptocurrency.

Sanctions when applied to financial services, represent a prohibition on providing regulated services to the subject of the

sanction, and the requirement to freeze and report any assets that are held to the local jurisdiction sanctions

administrator, such as OFAC or HMT.

Simplified Due Diligence

(SDD)

a lower level of customer due diligence verification that can be performed where there is no, or a lesser, risk of money

laundering.

Trading platforms function as marketplaces, bringing together buyers and sellers of virtual currencies by providing them with a platform

on which they can offer and bid among themselves. In contrast to exchanges, the trading platforms do not engage in

the buying and selling themselves. Some trading platforms give their customers the option of locating potential

customers nearby. Examples include LocalBitcoins.com and Mycelium Local Trader.

Transaction Fee Is earned by miners when a transaction is completed. The minimum transaction fee required is determined by the

"size" (kilobytes) of the transaction data. Most small transactions require a fee of about 0.0001 BTC and transactions

with larger fees are given priority to be added to the block, so they are usually confirmed faster than transactions with

low fees.


